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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
The 2010s: The Decade in Review

It's December of 2019, so you know what that means: We've arrived at
that special time when newsletter writers start penning their "Decade
in Review" articles and pedants vainly contend that, "aKtUAlLy, the
new decade doesn't start until 2021!"
So let's ignore the pedants and get to that moment you've all been
waiting for: The moment when I reveal my choice for the story of the
decade. Pg 1-4

Impeachment Is a Distraction: Heavily Scripted
Vote Demonstrates that Democracy Really Is
Dead

IDF ‘Soldier’ Smashed the
Skull of a Palestinian Woman
near Jerusalem

Mrs. Reena Derbas, a Palestinian
woman had her skull broken by an
IDF terrorist inside her house near
occupied Al-Quds (Jerusalem).
Mrs. Derbas, 36 years old, of Isawiya
town near Jerusalem, was trying to
release her 14 years old child from an
IDF force unit that stormed their house
1.5 months ago to kidnap the young
child, Lebanese-based Al-Mayadeen
reported. Pg 10-11

No Joy in a World at War
Watching the impeachment “vote” was hard work. With only a few
exceptions, each Congressman rose for roughly 90 seconds and
provided a prearranged, almost completely scripted-along-party-lines
explanation of how he or she was casting one’s ballot. After four
grueling hours of hearing self-serving lies like “no one is above the
law,” I was hoping that one of them would either fall off the podium
and fracture a leg or actually go mad and break out into a song and
dance routine. Pg 5-6

Chemical Weapons Watchdog Is Just an
American Lap Dog
A spate of leaks from within the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the international inspectorate created for
the purpose of implementing the Chemical Weapons Convention, has
raised serious questions about the institution’s integrity, objectivity
and credibility. The leaks address issues pertaining to the OPCW
investigation into allegations that the Syrian government used
chemical weapons to attack civilians in the Damascus suburb of
Douma on April 7, 2018. Pg 6-10

Joy to the world is a mirage — during
the holiday season and throughout the
year.
Reality is polar opposite in US war
theaters. Post-9/11 alone, millions
died. Countless millions more suffer
from injuries, displacement, lack of
essentials to life and despair. Pg 11-12

Additional Articles
This Christmas, Israel Intensifies Its
War on Christians in The Holy
Land: Pg 12-14
Erdogan Recycles Terrorists from
Syria to Libya and Idlib Front
Update: Pg 14-16
Analysis: Reuters ‘1,500’ Iran
protest deaths reflects their
bloodlust, not reality: Pg 16-19
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The 2010s: The
Decade in Review
Source:
https://steemit.com/news/@corbettrepo
rt/the-2010s-the-decade-in-review

By James Corbett

Don't believe me? Let's roll up
our sleeves and take a look at
some of the lowlights of the last
10 years, shall we?

Libya: Mission
Accomplished?

Libya marks the last clear-cut
The 2010s were obviously a
victory for the Old World Order.
rollercoaster of a ride, including From the beginning, everyone
everything from wars and riots with his head screwed on
to false flag terror events and
straight was calling the 2011
geopolitical upheaval (and even campaign to drop humanitarian
the occasional good news
love bombs on Libya for what it
story!). But you may be
was: a naked money
surprised that I believe that the (https://www.corbettreport.com/libya2010s will go down in the books v-goldman-sachs-geneva-businessas "The Decade That America insider/) and resource grab
Lost Its Hegemon."
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/libyanrebels-create-central-bank-oilbe especially surprising company/24308) and an attempt to

This will
if you watched New World Next
Year 2020 and saw that I picked
the USSA unilaterally reasserting its Monroe Doctrine
dominance over the entire
Western hemisphere
(https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitic

re-closet some old skeletons.
And (spoiler alert!) documents
later proved
(https://wikileaks.org/clintonemails/emailid/6528) we in the
reality-based community were
right.

the other psychopaths-in-chief,
in some ways it gave rise to the
problems that are now
threatening to crumble the Old
World Order.
Of the many interesting
(https://www.corbettreport.com/whathappened-to-libyas-gold-questions-forcorbett-036/) (and largely

unexplored https://www.corbettreport.com/usspecial-forces-in-libya-to-fight-theisis-problem-they-created/) aspects

of the Libya invasion, one of the
most important was the fact that
Libya represented the opening
salvo in a hidden (and still
escalating https://www.corbettreport.com/thesecret-battle-for-africa/) proxy war

in Africa between Washington
and Beijing. As I noted at the
time
(https://www.corbettreport.com/intervi
ew-297-james-corbett-on-the-alexjones-show-20110228/), some of the

first targets of the Libyan
campaign were Chinese business
interests in the oil rich Eastern
al/pompeo-well-help-legitimate-latinparts of the country, a fact that
america-govts-prevent-protestsIn the end, The assassination of was not lost on China (or Russia,
morphing-riots) as my choice for Gaddafi
for that matter). Never again
the news story of 2019. After all, (https://www.corbettreport.com/the- would China and Russia rubber
doesn't a story like that simply assassination-of-gaddafi-grtvstamp the UN resolutions that
prove that America continues to backgrounder/) marked the last
would be used to steamroll over
see itself as the unchallenged
time the NATO mobsters were a country that they were invested
(and unchallengeable) unitary
able to exert their will on the
in.
world superpower?
global stage uncontested. In the
infamous words of Hillary
Which brings us naturally to . . .
No, not necessarily. In fact, I
Clinton: "We came. We saw. He
would say—echoing Ryan
died."
Syria: Mission
Christian in a recent edition of (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/clinto
Unaccomplished
The Last American Vagabond
n-on-qaddafi-we-came-we-saw-hedied/)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
The campaign to topple the
v=8IpdgIj2938) —"They [Uncle
Syrian government seemed to be
But even though Libya was a
Sam & co.] are losing their
cast in the Libyan campaign
influence, but that's why they're "Mission Accomplished" for
mold. In fact, I was warning
Obama, Clinton, Sarkozy and
wielding what they have left."
(https://www.corbettreport.com/syria1
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to-become-libya-2-0/)

that Syria
was in danger of becoming
Libya 2.0 before Gaddafi had
even been killed.

didn't start. Even the creation of
a new al-CIAda army, dubbed ICIA-SIS was not enough to
justify the lusted-after invasion.

erstwhile "anti-war" supporters
of the Obama regime. In a
nutshell: "We can't just sit back
and let Gaddafi slaughter his
people like this!"

A years-long covert campaign Incredibly, here we are about to
(https://www.aljazeera.com/news/midd close out the decade and Assad This doctrine of intervention-atleeast/2011/04/2011418114117731717. is still in power.
all-costs relies heavily on the
html) to overthrow the Syrian
idea that R2P will be enforced at
government? Check.
Syria has been wracked by years the barrel of a gun by the United
of struggle against the foreign Nations Security Council
Cries that a tyrant worse than
terrorist insurgency, but the
(UNSC). As long as the UNSC
Hitler
death blow has not been
is willing to rubber-stamp
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/11/ delivered. And now the Iranian resolutions calling for [Insert
us/politics/sean-spicer-hitler-gasbogeymen—who was always the Target's Name Here] to stop
holocaust-center.html) (who is also ostensible target of the Syrian
doing [Insert Trumped-up
a suicidal madman operation—wields even more
Charges Here] or else, then the
https://www.corbettreport.com/why-ispower
than
they
did
at
the
start
warmongers can use the R2P fig
assad-an-insane-suicidal-monsterof the decade. Russian antileaf to obscure their true
propagandawatch/) is "brutally
missile
systems
now
provide
a
intentions.
suppressing his own people"
while they engaged in "peaceful powerful shield against NATO
and Israeli military aggression. But here the US and its allies
demonstrations"?
have been thwarted. Russia and
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/daraa2011-syrias-islamist-insurrection-in- There is something to be said for China, being members of the
the idea that destabilization itself aforementioned UNSC, learned
disguise/5460547) Check.
was the goal in Syria all along, their lesson from Libya and
but even so, not even the agents voted down resolutions that were
An "international coalition"
willing to train, fund, arm and of chaos expected that the Syrian clearly aimed at toppling the
government would still be
Assad government. The
equip the "moderate rebels"
(https://www.corbettreport.com/msm- standing by now. And yet they principle that they cited in their
dissenting vote
syria-lies-need-to-be-exposed/) who are.
(https://www.un.org/press/en/2011/sc1
were trying to overthrow the
So
what
went
wrong
for
the
0403.doc.htm) was not
Syrian government? Check.
agents of the Old World Order? "Responsibility to Protect" but
"respect for sovereignty and
In fact, all the dominos were in
non-intervention into State
R2P Fizzles
place, the red line was drawn
affairs," which is about as close
(https://www.corbettreport.com/whoto an anti-R2P doctrine as you're
really-crossed-the-red-line-in-syria/), You might recall that the
likely to get. As Russian
the false flags were flown
doctrine of "R2P" or
representative Vitaly Churkin
(https://www.corbettreport.com/?
"Responsibility to Protect"
s=syria+false+flag) and everything (https://www.corbettreport.com/episod noted at the time, China and
Russia's veto of the anti-Assad
was set for another US-led
e-224-r2p-or-how-the-liberal-leftresolution "was not a question of
learned-to-stop-worrying-andNATO love bombing.
embrace-wars-of-imperial-aggression/) the acceptability of wording; it
was a conflict of political
. . . But something happened. Or, was one of the ways that the
"international community" (i.e. approaches."
more to the point, something
didn't happen. The green light Uncle Sam and friends) tried to
wasn't given, the all-out assault sell the Libyan invasion to the It's hard to appreciate just how
2
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important the undermining of
this R2P idea has been in
shaping the course of the 2010s.
If it had been successfully
applied in Syria, there is no
doubt that "Responsibility to
Protect" would have been
invoked time and time again
throughout the decade. It may
have been used to justify boots
on the ground in support of the
(heavily manipulated https://www.corbettreport.com/episode
-181-arab-spring-and-world-war-iii/)

Arab Spring movement, or to
justify a NATO intervention in
Ukraine
(https://www.corbettreport.com/foreign
-intervention-and-the-ukraine-crisis/).
Who knows, it may have even
been used to justify US military
support for the Hong Kong
protesters
(https://www.corbettreport.com/hongkong-chaos-before-the-order/), a
convenient kick off for a war
with China.

interests" seriously. It is easily
recognized for what it is: A
cynical re-assertion of the
American Empire's claim to
hemispheric hegemony.
The decade ended with one
political puppet-in-chief
announcing the retirement of the
Osama bin Laden character
(https://www.corbettreport.com/thelast-word-on-osama-bin-laden/) and
ended with another puppet-inchief announcing the retirement
of the Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
character
(https://www.corbettreport.com/baghd
adi/). In between, there were no
end of false flag events, from
bombings
(https://www.corbettreport.com/whois-graham-fuller/) and knifings to
shootings
(https://www.corbettreport.com/followthe-money-from-paris-to-isis-to-paris/)
and truck attacks
(https://www.corbettreport.com/the-

stopped by anyone.
Were we really expected to
swallow this cockamamie story?
(https://www.corbettreport.com/pentag
ons-new-boogeymen-the-rise-of-isisand-the-decline-of-al-qaeda/)

The special forces agents caught
dressing up as ISIS fighters?
(https://www.corbettreport.com/british
-special-forces-dressing-up-as-isiswhat-could-go-wrong/)

The state-of-the-art ISIS media
productions?
The time that ISIS got mad at
9/11 truthers
(https://www.corbettreport.com/isisfurious-about-911-conspiracytheories/) (exactly as The Onion

joked would happen)?
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Q_OIXfkXEj0)

Well, we probably weren't
government-will-not-protect-you-from- expected to believe it, but as
long as there were enough Joe
As it is, R2P has been largely
tractor-trailers/). But in all this
Sixpacks and Jane Soccermoms
relegated to the dustbin of
false flag chaos, one event in
willing to go along with it, then
history, a mere footnote in the particular stands out: The
the strategy of tension
textbooks on international
creation of I-CIA-SIS, a new,
relations. Now we're left with
improved al-CIAda 2.0 for the (https://www.corbettreport.com/jamescorbett-isis-and-the-strategy-ofthe ridiculous spectacle of the
Millennials and Gen Zers who
tension/) could be maintained and
US State Department coming up are too young to remember to be
the globalists could go on with
with its own ad hoc parody of
afraid of the 9/11 bogeymen.
their false flag business as usual.
the idea
(https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitic From its inception, the alphabet
al/pompeo-well-help-legitimate-latin- soupers' ISIS gambit reeked of But here we are in 2019 and no
one is talking ISIS anymore.
america-govts-prevent-protestsdesperation. A ragtag band of
They're still trotted out every
morphing-riots), pledging to
fighters supposedly rose up out
now and then to try to scare the
support "legitimate"
of the sands of the desert to
public, but it's a half-assed effort
governments from protesters in overthrow the Iraqi army,
at best these days. Besides, the
allied countries and help
captured a convenient cache of
protesters topple "illegitimate" weapons and a bank, setting off public is too busy squabbling
about impeachment shenanigans
governments when and where it on a convoy across the desert
to bother noticing what's
wants. Thankfully, no one takes that could be seen by
happening in Syria and Iraq
this unilateral US-only
everyone . . . but seemingly not
anyway. Even resurrecting
"Responsibility to Protect (our
3
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Baghdadi's corpse to make a
with the International Monetary partial lists of the decade's
dramatic announcement that he Fund's Special Drawing Rights lowlights from Uncle Sam's
had been killed (again (SDR perspective. I could talk more
https://www.corbettreport.com/the-life- https://www.corbettreport.com/meet- about the failure in Ukraine
and-many-many-deaths-of-abu-bakr- the-sdr-the-global-reserve-currency/) (https://www.corbettreport.com/foreign
al-baghdadi/) hardly registered as to the rise of the yuan as an
-intervention-and-the-ukraine-crisis/),
a blip on the news radar.
international currency to its
the nuclearization of North
inclusion in the SDR basket
Korea, the loss of soft power
Yes, the propagandists and
(https://www.corbettreport.com/sdr- projection, and many other tales
globalist planners hardly got any world-order/) to the creation of the of woe from the American
mileage out of their ISIS vehicle Shanghai Gold Exchange and
Empire's perspective.
before it crashed and burned in the birth of the Petroyuan in
the sands of the desert.
2018
But we have to avoid the
(https://www.corbettreport.com/the- temptation to dance around
The Death of the Dollar petroyuan-was-born-this-week-heres- Darth Vader's funeral pyre
what-it-means/), the plan for a
prematurely. As I have pointed
China-led
New
World
Order
out numerous times
You might have heard me say it
(https://www.corbettreport.com/chinas (https://www.corbettreport.com/episod
before
-new-world-order-gold-backed-oile-369-globalization-is-dead-long-live(https://www.corbettreport.com/thebenchmark-on-the-way/
)
has
the-new-world-order/), the birth of
death-of-swift-and-the-engineeredthe New World Order can't come
death-of-the-dollar/), and I'm sure unfolded with remarkable
without the death of the Old
I'll continue talking about it in rapidity these past 10 years.
World Order, and just because
the coming years, but here it is
Globalization 1.0 has started to
again: The US dollar is dying the As I've also been at pains to
stress
flop doesn't mean we're safe
death of a thousand paper cuts.
(https://www.corbettreport.com/the- from the ravages of
Historians of a future era are
next-world-reserve-currency-will-notGlobalization 2.0
likely to note the 2010s as the
be-a-national-currency/), though,
(https://www.corbettreport.com/globali
decade that the dollar began the
the yuan is not going to be the zation-2-0-china-ushering-in-newerdecline that led to it being
currency that replaces the dollar shinier-new-world-order/).
dethroned as the world reserve
as the world reserve currency.
currency.
No, what the banksters have in In fact, the decade ahead
mind for the future of finance
promises to be the most chaotic,
True, as we sit here in 2019
(https://www.corbettreport.com/what- violent, transformative and—if
those useless Federal Reserve
is-the-future-of-bankster-financeNotes are still the world reserve questions-for-corbett-049/) is (as you we do not participate in the
building up of meaningful
currency, and they are still the might expect) much more
alternatives—destructive decade
settlement method of choice for diabolical.
in living memory . . . and
the majority of international
perhaps in all of human history.
trade, but that is changing.
In the meantime, the dollar
remains in its seat as the king of
But that story—the story of what
It has been remarkable to
the currencies . . . but its days
awaits us in the 2020s—can wait
document the rise of the yuan
are numbered and its enemies
until after the New Year.
over the past 10 years. From the are becoming more brazen in
People Bank of China's thenopenly attacking it.
In the meantime, have a Merry
outlandish idea in 2009 to
Christmas and a Happy New
replace the US dollar
So what's next?
Year!
(https://www.bis.org/review/r090402c.
pdf) as a world reserve currency
This is only the partialest of
4
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Ukraine, it was also of Representatives and Senate.
Impeachment Is a Regarding
interesting to note bipartisan
Distraction: Heavily support for supplying lethal
While all of that was going on in
weapons to the puppet regime in high definition, there were other
Scripted Vote
Kiev so they can kill Russian
things taking place. A week
Demonstrates that soldiers. No one, as far as I
before the “trial” in the House of
could
discern,
made
the
point
the White
Democracy Really Is that the United States had no real Representatives,
House ordered a new round of
Dead
interest in regime change in
sanctions directed against Iran.
Ukraine in the first place as it
The sanctions in part target the
was a dangerous move that was country’s largest private airline
responsive to no actual
Mahan Air, which was accused
American interest. After that,
of “weapons of mass destruction
funding and arming the locals to proliferation” and transportation
confront Moscow also would not of lethal aid to Yemen. Secretary
By Philip Giraldi
seem to be in the US interest.
of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin
That so many congress critters issued a statement claiming that
The entire performance was the seem to be hard wired in their
“The Iranian regime uses its
strongest possible argument for Russo-phobia would seem to
aviation and shipping industries
term limits that is possible to
suggest that they are willfully
to supply its regional terrorist
make.
ignorant on the subject and
and militant groups with
inclined to take the path of least weapons, directly contributing
However, one of the more truly resistance, which is to blame the to the devastating humanitarian
interesting aspects of the
Kremlin rather than the horrific crises in Syria and Yemen.”
proceedings was the Democratic US policy that preceded and
Party view of Russia, which was brought about Moscow’s
Mahan Air has been targeted by
cited constantly. According to
intervention.
the Treasury Department since
most of the Democrats, Russian
2011, when it was claimed that
meddling was the decisive
One also has to conclude that
the planes were being used by
element in getting Donald
while the Republicans continue the Iranian Revolutionary
Trump elected, and many of
to mostly quietly support an
Guards Corps (IRGC) to move
them also believe that there was aggressive foreign policy, the
troops and military hardware
collusion between the GOP
real war party in Congress is
around the Middle East region.
candidate and President
now the Democrats. They have The airline has 55 planes and
Vladimir Putin. It is a viewpoint incorporated Russia as the
flies to 40 international and
that is totally at odds with the
enemy so completely into their domestic destinations.
facts, even if one actually
sense of identity that it has
believes that there was a meeting become the fallback position
The airline is now sanctioned
in the Kremlin at which a
whenever they feel compelled to under the Executive Order
malevolent Putin instructed his say something to distance
13382 as a “proliferator of
myrmidons to “get Hillary.”
themselves from the GOP. For weapons of mass destruction
Slippery Adam Schiff, he of the them Russia and Vladimir Putin and their supporters.” Apart
intelligence committee, carefully are together the real enemy that from the appalling English
referred to Russia as an
is out to destroy what remains of usage, one might well question
adversary but many other
American democracy. To put it the designation itself as Iran is
Democrats kept using the word bluntly, such an argument is
not the party responsible for the
“enemy.”
ridiculous, but it is clearly
humanitarian crisis in Yemen.
believed by many in the House That honor goes to America’s
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/impeac
hment-distraction-heavily-scriptedvote-demonstrates-democracy-reallydead/5698777

5
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good friend Saudi Arabia. And
blaming the situation in Syria on
Iran is also a bit of a
misdirection as it is the United
States that has prolonged the
carnage in that country. And
what weapons of mass
destruction are involved in both
cases is by no means clear. Iran
has no nukes and there have
been no credible reports of the
use of chemical or biological
weapons in Yemen, while the
stories about Syrian government
employment of such weapons
have turned out to be
fabrications.

much closer to economic
collapse. How Iran will react to
the new sanctions is not known,
but if it is pushed hard enough it
might choose to strike back.

Hezbollah targets in Lebanon.
Some believe that the Israeli
actions are intended to provoke
an Iranian response that will
bring the US into the fight.

There is also some concern over So, Congress continues to whine
a bill before Congress that was pointlessly about Russiagate
originally introduced three years while the pot is boiling over in
ago but which now appears to the Middle East. It will be
have sufficient support to pass interesting to see if it will be
into law. It would authorize
possible to make it through the
additional sanctions by the US year without something very
Treasury Department directed unpleasant happening.
against “the Syrian regime,
Russia and Iran for past and
Chemical Weapons
ongoing war crimes” that it has
been claimed took place during Watchdog Is Just an
The Treasury Department
the Syrian war. As many of the
American Lap Dog
sanctions targeted three general alleged atrocities in the Syrian
ticket sales agents of Mahan Air, war have been exposed as
as well as dozens of aircraft
fabrications by groups like the
belonging to or operated by it. White Helmets, it is by no
The new sanctions might be
means clear how Washington
viewed as the latest step in the will verify its list of “war
US government campaign to
crimes.” At least one report
apply “maximum pressure”
suggests that the White House
against Iran. The move will
now supports the bill and is
Source:
mean that other countries in
likely to enforce any sanctions
https://www.globalresearch.ca/chemica
Europe and the Middle East will that are put in place.
l-weapons-watchdog-american-lapstop permitting Mahan Air
dog/5698375
flights from landing or otherwise And, of course, it just might be
using their facilities. The
Israel that will pull the trigger
By Scott Ritter
Treasury is clearly willing to use and start a war. Israeli Prime
what are referred to as
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, These allegations, which
“secondary sanctions” on other struggling for his political
originated from such anti-Assad
countries if the ban on Mahan survival, continuously claims
organizations as the Syrian Civil
Air is not supported. It is
that Iran is planning to attack,
Defense (the so-called White
economic warfare pure and
requiring his continued strong Helmets) and the Syrian
simple and the intent might well leadership. Last month, Israel
American Medical Society
be to shut down the airline.
carried out a “very intense”
(SAMS), were immediately
attack on Iranian and Syrian
embraced as credible by the
The timing and targeting of the targets in Syria, killing 23
OPCW, and were used by the
White House move suggest that soldiers and civilians. Earlier,
United States, France and the
pressure is being directed against the Israeli Air Force claimed that United Kingdom to justify
Iran’s transportation links with it had destroyed an Iranian
punitive military strikes against
the rest of the world, thereby
weapons depot in Iraq and also facilities inside Syria assessed
isolating it and bringing it that used drones to hit alleged
by these nations as having been
6
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involved in chemical weaponsrelated activities before the
OPCW initiated any on-site
investigation.

OPCW in 2014 “to establish
Control and International
facts surrounding allegations of Security Affairs in the U.S. State
the use of toxic chemicals,
Department. What was Bustani’s
reportedly chlorine, for hostile crime? In 2001, he had dared to
purposes in the Syrian Arab
enter negotiations with the
The Douma incident was
Republic.” The FFM was created government of Iraq to secure
initially described by the White under the direction of Ahmet
that nation’s entry into the
Helmets, SAMS and the U.S., Üzümcü
OPCW, thereby setting the stage
U.K. and French governments as (https://councilonstrategicrisks.org/pro for OPCW inspectors to visit
involving both sarin nerve agent grams/csw/ambassador-ahmetIraq and bring its chemical
and chlorine gas. However, this uzumcu/), a career Turkish
weapons capability under
diplomat
with
extensive
narrative was altered when
OPCW control. As director
OPCW inspectors released, on experience in multinational
general, there was nothing
July 6, 2018, interim findings of organizations, including service untoward about Bustani’s action.
as Turkey’s ambassador to
their investigation
But Iraq circa 2001 was not a
(https://www.opcw.org/sites/default/file NATO. Üzümcü was the
typical recruitment target. In the
s/documents/S_series/2018/en/s-1645- OPCW’s third director general, aftermath of the Gulf War in
2018_e_.pdf) that found no
having been selected from a
1991, the U.N. Security Council
evidence of the use of sarin. The field of seven candidates by its had passed a resolution under
focus of the investigation
executive council to replace
Chapter VII requiring Iraq’s
quickly shifted to a pair of
Argentine diplomat Rogelio
weapons of mass destruction
chlorine cylinders claimed by
Pfirter. Pfirter had held the
(WMD), including its chemical
the White Helmets to have been position since being nominated weapons capability, to be
dropped onto apartment
to replace the OPCW’s first
“removed, destroyed or rendered
buildings in Douma by the
director general, José Maurício harmless” under the supervision
Syrian Air Force, resulting in the Bustani. Bustani’s tenure was
of inspectors working on behalf
release of a cloud of chlorine gas marred by controversy that saw of the United Nations Special
that killed dozens of Syrian
the OPCW transition away from Commission, or UNSCOM.
civilians. In March, the OPCW its intended role as an
released its final report on the
independent implementor of the The pursuit of Iraqi weapons of
Douma incident
Chemical Weapons Convention mass destruction led to a series
(https://www.opcw.org/sites/default/file to that of a tool of unilateral U.S. of confrontations with Iraq that
s/documents/2019/03/s-1731policy, a role that continues to culminated in inspectors being
2019%28e%29.pdf), noting that it mar the OPCW’s work in Syria ordered out of the country by the
had “reasonable grounds” to
today, especially when it comes U.S. in 1998, prior to a 72-hour
believe “that the use of a toxic to its investigation of the alleged aerial attack—Operation Desert
chemical as a weapon has taken use by the Syrian government of Fox. Iraq refused to allow
place on 7 April 2018,” that
chemical weapons against
UNSCOM inspectors to return,
“this toxic chemical contained civilians in Douma in April
rightfully claiming that the U.S.
reactive chlorine” and that “the 2018.
had infiltrated the ranks of the
toxic chemical was likely
inspectors and was using the
molecular chlorine.”
Bustani was removed from his inspection process to spy on
position in 2002, following an Iraqi leadership for the purposes
Much has been written about the unprecedented campaign
of facilitating regime change.
OPCW inspection process in
(https://theintercept.com/2018/03/29/jo The lack of inspectors in Iraq
Syria, and particularly the
hn-bolton-trump-bush-bustani-kidsallowed the U.S. and others to
methodology used by the Fact- opcw/) led by John Bolton, who engage in wild speculation
Finding Mission (FFM), an
at the time was serving as the
regarding Iraqi rearmament
inspection body created by the undersecretary of state for Arms
7
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activities, including in the field way for the subsequent invasion that of the chief of Cabinet. In
of chemical weapons. This
and occupation of that nation
short, nothing transpired within
speculation was used to fuel a that same month (the CIA later the OPCW without
call for military action against concluded that Iraq had been
Fairweather’s knowledge and
Iraq, citing the threat of a
disarmed of its weapons of mass concurrence.)
reconstituted WMD capability as destruction by the summer of
the justification. Bustani sought 1991).
Üzümcü and Fairweather’s
to defuse this situation by
tenure at the OPCW was
bringing Iraq into the OPCW, an Under Pfirter’s leadership, the dominated by Syria, where,
act that, if completed, would
OPCW became a compliant tool since 2011, the government of
have derailed the U.S. case for of U.S. foreign policy
President Bashar Assad had been
military intervention in Iraq.
objectives. By completely
engaged in a full-scale conflict
Bolton’s intervention included subordinating OPCW operations with a foreign-funded and
threats to Bustani and his family, through the constant threat of
-equipped insurgency whose
as well as threats to withhold
fiscal ruin, the U.S. engaged in a purpose was regime change. By
U.S. dues to the OPCW
continuous quid pro quo
2013, allegations emerged from
accounting for some 22% of that arrangement, trading the
both the Syrian government and
organization’s budget; had the financial solvency of an
rebel forces concerning the use
latter threat been implemented, it ostensible multilateral
of chemical weapons by the
would have resulted in OPCW’s organization for complicity in other side. In August 2013, the
disbandment.
operating as a de facto extension OPCW dispatched an inspection
of American unilateral policy.
team into Syria as part of a
Bustani’s departure marked the Bolton’s actions in 2002 put the U.N.-led effort, which included
end of the OPCW as an
OPCW and its employees on
specialists from the World
independent organization.
notice: Cross the U.S., and you Health Organization (WHO) and
Pfirter, Bolton’s hand-picked
will pay a terminal price.
the U.N. itself, to investigate
replacement, vowed to keep the
allegations that sarin had been
OPCW out of Iraq. In an
When Üzümcü took over the
used in attack on civilians in the
interview with U.S. media
OPCW’s reins in 2010, the
town of Ghouta. While the
shortly after his appointment,
organization was very much the mission found conclusive
Pfirter noted that while all
model of multinational
evidence that sarin nerve agent
nations should be encouraged to consensus, which, in the case of had been used, it did not assign
join the OPCW, “We should be any multilateral organization in blame for the attack.
very aware that there are United which the U.S. plays a critical
Nations resolutions in effect”
role, meant that nothing
Despite the lack of causality, the
that precluded Iraqi membership transpired without the express U.S. and its NATO allies quickly
“at the expense” of its
approval of the U.S. and its
assigned blame for the sarin
obligations to the Security
European NATO allies, in
attacks on the Syrian
Council. Under the threat of
particular the United Kingdom government. To forestall U.S.
military action, Iraq allowed
and France. Shortly after he took military action against Syria, the
UNMOVIC inspectors to return office, Üzümcü was joined by Russian government helped
in 2002; by February 2003, no Robert Fairweather, a career
broker a deal whereby the U.S.
WMD had been found, a result British diplomat who served as agreed to refrain from
that did not meet with U.S.
Üzümcü’s chief of Cabinet.
undertaking military action if the
satisfaction. In March 2003,
(While Üzümcü was the
Syrian government joined the
UNMOVIC inspectors were
ostensible head of the OPCW, OPCW and subjected the totality
withdrawn from Iraq under
the daily task of managing the of its chemical weapons
orders of the U.S., paving the
functioning of the OPCW was stockpile to elimination. In
8
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October 2013, the OPCW-U.N.
Joint Mission, created under the
authority of U.N. Security
Council resolution 2118 (2103),
began the process of identifying,
cataloging, removing and
destroying Syria’s chemical
weapons. This process was
completed in September 2014
(in December 2013, the OPCW
was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize for its disarmament work
in Syria).

inspector, was responsible for
coordinating with the Syrian
government). Phillips developed
a close working relationship
with the White Helmets and
SAMS and played a key role in
OPCW’s investigation of the
April 2017 chemical incident in
Khan Shaykhun. By April 2018,
the FFM had undergone a
leadership transition, with
Phillips replaced by a Tunisian
inspector named Sami Barrek. It
was Barrek who led the FFM
into Syria in April 2018 to
investigate allegations of
chemical weapons use at
Douma. Like Phillips, Barrek
maintained a close working
relationship with the White
Helmets and SAMS.

spoke with the media after the
fact, two days prior to the
publication of the interim report,
on July 4, 2018, Fairweather had
been paid a visit by a trio of U.S.
officials, who indicated to
Fairweather and the members of
the FFM responsible for writing
the report that it was the U.S.
position that the chlorine
cannisters in question had been
used to dispense chlorine gas at
Douma, an assertion that could
not be backed up by the
evidence. Despite this, the
message that Fairweather left
with the OPCW personnel was
that there had to be a “smoking
gun.” It was now Braha’s job to
manufacture one.

If the destruction of Syria’s
chemical weapons was an
example of the OPCW at its
best, what followed was a case
study of just the opposite. In
May 2014, the OPCW created
the Fact-Finding Mission, or
FFM, charged with establishing
Braha did this by dispatching
“facts surrounding allegations Once the FFM wrapped up its OPCW inspectors to Turkey in
of the use of toxic chemicals,
investigation in Douma,
September 2018 to interview
reportedly chlorine, for hostile however, it became apparent to new witnesses identified by the
purposes in the Syrian Arab
Fairweather that it had a
White Helmets, and by
Republic.” The FFM was headed problem. There were serious
commissioning new engineering
by Malik Ellahi, who served as questions about whether chlorine studies that better explained the
head of the OPCW’s
had, in fact, been used as a
presence of the two chlorine
government relations and
weapon. The solution, brokered cannisters found in Douma. By
political affairs branch. The
by Fairweather, was to release March, Braha had assembled
appointment of someone lacking an interim report that ruled out enough information to enable the
both technical and operational sarin altogether, but left the door technical directorate to issue its
experience suggests that Ellahi’s open regarding chlorine. This
final report. Almost
primary role was political.
report was released on July 6,
immediately, dissent appeared in
Under his leadership, the FFM 2018. Later that month, both
the ranks of the OPCW. An
established a close working
Üzümcü and Fairweather were engineering report that
relationship with the anti-Assad gone, replaced by a Spaniard
contradicted the findings
Syrian opposition, including the named Fernando Arias and a
published by Braha was leaked
White Helmets and SAMS.
French diplomat named
(http://syriapropagandamedia.org/wor
Sébastien Braha. It would be up king-papers/comments-on-officialIn 2015, responsibility for
to them to clean up the Douma response-to-the-release-of-theengineering-assessment-of-the-doumacoordinating the work of the
situation.
cylinders), setting off a firestorm
FFM with the anti-Assad
of controversy derived from its
opposition was transferred to a The situation Braha inherited
conclusion that the chlorine
British inspector named Len
from Fairweather was
cannisters found in Douma had
Phillips (another element of the unenviable. According to an
most likely been staged by the
FFM, led by a different
unnamed OPCW official who
White Helmets.
9
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The OPCW, while eventually
claimed to be “based on the high entity, the OPCW must open
acknowledging that the leaked levels of various chlorinated
itself to a full-scale audit of its
report was genuine, explained its organic derivatives detected in activities in Syria by an
exclusion from the final report environmental samples.”
independent authority with
on the grounds that it attributed According to email’s author
inspector general-like
blame, something the FFM was “They were, in most cases,
investigatory powers. Anything
not mandated to do. According present only in parts per billion short of this leaves the OPCW,
to the OPCW, the engineering range, as low as 1-2 ppb, which an organization that was
report in question had been
is essentially trace quantities.” awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
submitted to the investigation
In short, the OPCW had
for its contributions to world
and identification team, a newly cooked the books,
peace, permanently stained by
created body within the OPCW manufacturing evidence from the reality that it is little more
mandated to make such
thin air that it then used to
than a lap dog of the United
determinations. Moreover,
draw conclusions that
States, used to promote the very
Director General Arias stood by sustained the U.S. position that conflicts it was designed to
the report’s conclusion that it
chlorine gas had been used by prevent.
had “reasonable grounds” to
the Syrian government at
believe “that the use of a toxic Douma.
IDF ‘Soldier’
chemical as a weapon has taken
Smashed the Skull
place on 7 April 2018.”
Arias, while not addressing the
specifics of the allegations set
of a Palestinian
Arias’ explanation came under forth in the leaked email,
Woman near
attack in November, when
recently declared that it is “the
WikiLeaks published an email nature of any thorough inquiry
Jerusalem
(https://wikileaks.org/opcwfor individuals in a team to
douma/document/Internal-OPCW-E- express subjective views,” noting Source: https://www.syrianews.cc/idfMail/) sent by a member of the
that “I stand by the independent,
soldier-smashed-the-skull-of-aFFM team that had participated professional conclusion”
palestinian-woman-near-jerusalem/
in the Douma investigation. In presented by the OPCW about
By Arabi Souri
this email, which was sent on
the Douma incident. This
June 22, 2018, and addressed to explanation, however, does not
Robert Fairweather, the author fly in the face of the evidence. One of the members of the
noted that, when it came to the The OPCW’s credibility as an heavily armed IDF unit beat the
woman on her face with the back
Douma incident, “[p]urposely investigative body has been
singling out chlorine gas as one brought into question through of his rifle, she fell to the ground
unconscious.
of the possibilities is
these leaks, as has its
disingenuous.” The author of the independent character. If an
email, who had participated in organization like the OPCW Mrs. Derbas required significant
drafting the original interim
can be used at will by the U.S., facial and head surgery,
including reconstruction of her
report, noted that the original
the United Kingdom and
nose, and cranioplasty to replace
text had emphasized that there France to trigger military
shattered pieces of her skull with
was insufficient evidence to
attacks intended to support
synthetic bone substitute.
support this conclusion, and that regime-change activities in
the new text represented “a
member states, then it no
major deviation from the
longer serves a useful purpose Israel’s official policy surpass
that of the former apartheid
original report.” Moreover, the to the international
regime in South Africa to much
author took umbrage at the new community it ostensibly
report’s conclusions, which
serves. To survive as a credible uglier levels, the armed and
‘well-trained’ soldiers have a
10
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high score in sniping childrens’ entire families like its latest
heads from distance. Kidnapping aggression against Gaza.
Palestinian children and
traumatize them, many times
That’s the investment the US
imprisoning them indefinitely is citizens invested with their harda common practice to push them earned tax dollars sent to Israel
to leave their land so more
(https://www.syrianews.cc/usaforeign imported settlers can be support-terrorists-and-war-criminals/)
brought to replace them from all since they couldn’t find any
sides of the planet, ISIS’s short- other thing to invest that money
lived ‘state’ was aiming at Israel in.
for its role-model.
Just for the records: Before the
Another terrified 11 years-old
Zionist movement started
Palestinian child kidnapped by a shipping foreign settlers to
heavily armed unit of the
Palestine
disgraced Israeli IDF:
(https://www.syrianews.cc/politicalzionism-in-the-united-states-ofamerica-astounding-facts/), there

How can the worst of all
possible worlds be joyous for
countless tens of millions in US
theaters of war and by other
means?
Where’s the joy in growing
poverty, unemployment, and
mass underemployment in
America and other Western
societies?
Hypocrisy, not democracy
defines how they’re governed
— increasingly totalitarian,
plutocratic, and debauched,
democracy of, by, and for the
privileged few alone.

Israeli IDF Terrorists Kidnap an
11 Years Old Palestinian Child was no terror in the entire
On Chicago’s mean winter
region,
it
was
introduced
by
the
in Isawiya streets, homeless military
https://www.syrianews.cc/israeli-idf- imported radical settlers who
veterans and countless others
terrorists-kidnap-an-11-years-old- formed ISIS-type groups
unable to afford shelter huddle
palestinian-child-in-isawiya/
(https://www.syrianews.cc/encyclopedi in doorways, on benches, along
a/isis/) like Lehi, Irgun, Haganah, the city’s upscale Magnificent
Young Palestinian paramedic
to name a few. Heads of these Mile, and elsewhere, hoping
Razan Najjar attending to
terrorist groups became later
passers-by will offer loose
wounded unarmed CIVILIANS
‘leaders of Israel.’
change to help them make it
participating in the protests near
through another day.
the world’s largest concentration
No Joy in a World at
camp Gaza borders with
An uncaring nation doesn’t give
occupied Palestine (Israel):
War
a damn about its most
disadvantaged — its
Source:
discretionary revenue going
https://stephenlendman.org/2019/12/no
mainly for militarism,
-joy-in-a-world-at-war/
warmaking, corporate handouts,
and tax breaks for the rich.
By Stephen Lendman
Who’s celebrating amidst mass
slaughter and destruction? What
Interview with Martyr
joy exists along side human
Paramedic Razan Najjar Before misery on an appalling scale?
She Was Killed by IDF
Terrorists Who’s enjoying a winter
https://www.syrianews.cc/interviewrazan-najjar/

Not to mention the air raids
against the Palestinians killing

wonderland upon a midnight
clear in times of endless war,
human suffering and injustice?
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A nation permanently at war on
humanity at home and abroad
hurdles recklessly toward fullblown tyranny — on the phony
pretext of protecting national
security at a time its only threats
are invented.
Bipartisan hardliners running
things threaten everyone
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everywhere — during the
holiday season and all other
times of the year.

anguish, where life and liberty
are threatened, where
governance of, by, and for the
privileged few alone comes at
the expense of most others.

However, Likud’s traditional
stance towards Christians is
anything but charitable. Back in
in 1977, Christians residing in
They’re the mortal enemy of
Israel and the occupied
peace, equity and justice, of
territories rose up in protest of
speech, press and academic
That’s the state of things in the new law passed at the time by
freedoms — all of the above
US, the West, and most other
the Likud government of
eroding or nonexistent to make countries — unsafe and unfit to Menachem Begin, making it
the world safe for wealth, power live in for their ordinary people illegal for missionaries to try and
and privilege.
during the holiday season and
proselytize Jews, as well as
throughout the year.
making Christian missionaries
Where’s the joy in a world
liable for up to five years in
perpetually at war under police
prison should attempted to
This
Christmas,
state rule enforcing state terror
persuade any Israeli to change
Israel Intensifies Its his or her religion. Incredibly
on nonbelievers, in carving up
whole continents for profit, in
there was also a three year
War on Christians still,
seeking dominance by brute
prison sentence awaiting any
in The Holy Land Jew who dared convert to
force, in believing mass
casualties are a small price to
Christianity.
Source:
pay for pursuing imperial goals.
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/2
Donald Neff, former Israel
5/this-christmas-israel-intensifies-itsBook of Matthew passages,
war-on-christians-in-the-holy-land/ Bureau Chief for Time Magazine
saying “(b)lessed are the meek,
wrote:
for they shall inherit the earth… While it’s widely known about
Blessed are the merciful…the
“Desecration of Christian
Israel’s systematic persecution
pure of heart…the peacemakers” of Palestine’s native Arab
property and churches—arson,
ignore a violent, chaotic,
window breaking, burning of the
population, only a very few
merciless world with no signs of Americans or Europeans are
New Testament—had long
change.
marred relations between the
really aware of the welltwo communities. A small but
documented history of Israeli
Festiveness is meaningless when discrimination against native
fanatical group of Jews wanted
survival is at stake, when the
no Christians, whom they
Christians in the Holy Land.
American way tramples on the
considered fallen Jews, in
rights of ordinary people at
Israel. This virulent strain of
This morning, embattled Israeli
home and abroad, when mass
Prime Minister and Likud leader, prejudice had been present since
incarceration replaced freedom, Benjamin Netanyahu, tweeted
before the Jewish state was
when impoverished US inner
founded.
out this message to “Christians
cities resemble Occupied
around the world.” Presumably
Palestine, when killer cops
For instance, after the capture
he means his political support
operate with impunity, when
base of evangelical Christians, by Jewish forces of Jaffa on May
plunder is considered economic or more specifically, Christian
13, 1948, two days before
development, when obscene
Israel’s birth, there was
Zionists, residing in America.
wealth for the few comes at the
desecration of Christian
expense of the vast majority.
churches. Father Deleque, a
“Merry Christmas to all our
Catholic priest, reported:
Christian friends in Israel and
Where is the joy in a world
“Jewish soldiers broke down the
around the world!”
ravaged by pain, torment, and
doors of my church and robbed
12
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many precious and sacred
objects. Then they threw the
statues of Christ down into a
nearby garden.” He added that
Jewish leaders had reassured
that religious buildings would
be respected, “but their deeds
do not correspond to their
words.”

population of Israel/Palestine.
years
Of today’s estimated total
Are met in thee tonight
400,000 Christian Palestinians,
most now are living in their own Happy Christmas, O prisoners of
diaspora, mainly in the
the Little Town of Bethlehem.
Americas.”
While carving the turkey for
This Christmas, it should be
your family and merrily quaffing
recognized that the same pattern mulled wine ‘midst happy
of persecution and exclusion is laughter, remember that the
The exclusionary policies of
still going strong in 2019, only romantic Little Town of
Likud were not the exception, it’s been obfuscated by ever
Bethlehem at the centre of our
but rather the rule, and that
more mainstream media and
childhood Christmases is now
tradition of intolerance endures public relations noise.
“an immense prison” in the
to this day. While the Israeli
words of Michel Sabbah, former
state goes to great lengths to
There seems to be one major
Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, and
cater for visiting international
objective in all of this: by
entirely surrounded by Israel’s
Christian pilgrim-tourists, it
erasing Christians in the Holy ugly eight-metre separation wall
offer no such hospitality for the Land, you also erase their
bristling with machine-gun
remaining indigenous Arab
history.
towers.
Christians. The popular myth
and media talking point of Israel
The good citizens of Bethlehem
being “the only democracy in
are cut off from their capital
the Middle East,” or that
Jerusalem, only six miles away,
somehow ‘religious freedom’ is
and the rest of the West Bank –
observed in Israel as in western
and the whole world.
countries, is just that, a myth.
Consider that the United
Neff adds here:
Nations, for obvious reasons,
designated Jerusalem and
“Anti-Christian prejudice helps
Bethlehem a protected
account for the fact that the
international zone under UN
number of Christian
administration. Israeli rule was
It’s Christmas, but not as not to be permitted.
Palestinians in all of former
we know it: Israel
Palestine had dwindled to only
50,000 in 1995. They no longer ratchets-up religious war Consider also that when
were a major presence in either
Palestine was under British
against Christians
Jerusalem or Ramallah, and
mandate Christians accounted
they were fast losing their
for 78 per cent of the population
Stuart Littlewood writes:
majority status in Bethlehem.
in Bethlehem and how 71 years
O little town of Bethlehem of Israeli terror, illegal
When Israel was established in
occupation, dispossession,
How still we see thee lie
1948, the Palestinian Christian Above thy deep and dreamless interference and economic
community had numbered
wrecking tactics have whittled
sleep
200,000, compared to roughly
their numbers down to around
The silent stars go by
600,000 Jews in Palestine at the Yet in thy dark streets shineth 15 per cent. In occupied
time. Now the Christians are not
Palestine overall the figure is
The everlasting Light
even one percent of the
The hopes and fears of all the down to 2 per cent.
13
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Consider that, at this rate, there
will soon be no Christians left in
the land where Christianity was
born, thanks to the cowardice
and inaction of our political
leaders.
And how do the 26 bishops
loafing around in our House of
Lords explain that to their
dwindling congregations?
As usual, many Palestinians in
Bethlehem and the other cities
and villages throughout
occupied Palestine will be
unable to reunite with their
families or celebrate Christmas
at their holy places in Jerusalem
and Bethlehem due to cruel
Israeli-imposed travel
restrictions. Imagine for a
moment what sort of Christmas
the half-starved children in
blockaded Gaza are having this
year, and every year, and the
dismal New Year prospects that
face all the other Palestinian
children struggling to grow up
with the Israeli army’s boot on
their necks.

reversed after pleadings by
Christian leaders, but no
confirmations so far. Of course,
it should not be necessary to
plead in such matters.

the anti-Islamic Wahhabi and
Muslim Brotherhood terrorists
loyal to the Turkish pariah
Erdogan, meanwhile, the Syrian
Arab Army gives the terrorists
24 hours to leave Maraat
Nor is it just about religion. This Noman.
is also a struggle between justice
and a criminal conspiracy of
Erdogan is now shifting to North
huge international proportions, Africa, there’s oil and there’s a
the tentacles of which spread far new task assigned to the Zionist
beyond the Holy Land and
stooge
impact on all of us, even here in (https://www.syrianews.cc/erdoganthe deepest recesses of Britain’s tool-hands-zionists/): Cut off the
green and pleasant land.
road for China, keep Europe
under check, and weaken Russia
Our politicians are either
in that part of the world.
paralysed or deliberately
obstructive, or complicit in
Mad at the Russian President
Israel’s thuggery. In the New Putin who didn’t notify him of
Year civil society must resolve the swift Syrian Arab Army
to DO SOMETHING about it, operation in southeastern Idlib,
one way or another, before the Erdogan is lashing out at Russia
evil spins irreversibly out of
and trying his luck with the
control.
remnant of the international
Muslim Brotherhood
elsewhere. The
Erdogan Recycles organization
terrorists who came to Syria and
Terrorists from became part of the ‘Syrian
Opposition’ will now
Syria to Libya and Moderate
be recycled into ‘Libyan
Idlib Front Update Moderate Opposition.’

This year Reuters reported that
Christians in the Gaza Strip
would not be allowed to visit
holy cities such as Bethlehem
and Jerusalem to celebrate
Christmas.

The Syrian leadership has waited
more than 1 year and 1 month
before deciding to implement the
Astana Agreement by force
(https://www.syrianews.cc/saaimplementing-sochi-agreement-foridlib-by-force/), the agreement

Israel grants Gaza’s Christians
signed between Erdogan and
permits to travel abroad but not
Source:
Putin should have secured the
to the rest of their homeland in
https://www.syrianews.cc/erdoganvital arteries of M5 and M4 and
the occupied West Bank,
recycles-terrorists-from-syria-to-libyareopened them between Aleppo
including Jerusalem and
and-idlib-front-update/
and northeast Syria and the
Bethlehem, where many of their
coastal side, and also with the
By
Arabi
Souri
holy sites are located. I’ve seen
southern provinces of Damascus
one report today that the
and Daraa through Homs and
Libya
is
the
next
destination
for
decision has been suddenly
14
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Hama. These highways are
literally the artery of the Syrian
economy.

The Turkish occupation forces
End of the transcript.
withdrew groups of their
terrorist organizations from the At first, NATO invaded Libya
northern countryside of
and destroyed the state there
Syrian President Bashar AlHasakeh in preparation for their turning it into a hub to export
Assad decided to not give
transfer to Libya, these forces anti-Islamic Wahhabi and
Erdogan any further excuse after continue to withdraw groups of Muslim Brotherhood takfiri
the latter started his military
their mercenaries from Ras al- terrorists, it used the terrorists in
invasion into the northern parts Ain and its surroundings in the a number of countries notably in
of Syria. In a message to the
northern countryside of
Syria. Now after their defeat in
Syrian Arab Army units
Hasakeh at the rate of
Syria
positioned in southern Idlib, Dr. approximately 60 terrorists from (https://www.syrianews.cc/defeatAssad gave them order to deploy each terrorist group to send the largest-terrorist-army/), it’s not
north and northeast: ‘Every inch
terrorists to Libya through
possible to move on the previous
of Syria should be liberated.’
Turkish territory to get them into plan and deploy them into Iran,
the battles that are taking place that failed with the Iranians
Assad to SAA: You’re Ready to
there.
foiling the ‘protests’ plot there
Clean Idlib from Terror (https://www.syrianews.cc/iranhttps://www.syrianews.cc/assad-toThe Turkish occupation forces overcame-us-led-plot-to-destabilizesaa-you-are-ready-to-clean-idlib-from- have moved about 100 terrorists the-country/), and in Iraq which
nato-terrorists/
turned out more difficult than
from Jaysh Al-Islam
organization from their areas of expected, and in Lebanon where
After swiftly penetrating the
deployment in the northern the Hezb Allah – President
territories and cleaning more
Aoun’s alliance turned the tide
than 40 villages and towns from countryside of Hasakeh, to use
them in the battles in Idlib’s against the plotter.
al-Qaeda Levant (aka HTS and
southern countryside, in an
Nusra Front), the SAA is on the
attempt
to support the terrorist The only vulnerable place where
outskirts of the strategic town of
the US can still stretch its last
organizations that have
Ma’rat al-Numan.
collapsed in front of the Syrian muscles is back to North Africa,
where it can endanger the
Arab Army.
The Syrian Arab Army gave the
Mediterranean and cause endless
terrorists in control of the city a
worries for the EU, the AU, AL,
On another front, two US
24 hours ultimatum to ‘leave or
and the rest of the world. (EU:
will never’. Tomorrow is a new coalition helicopters landed at
the illegal Kharab al-Jir airport European Union, AU: African
day.
in al-Malikia countryside near Union, AL: what’s left of the
the Iraqi border and withdrew Arab League). Not to serve any
The following report by the
US officers towards northern interests of the US or its people,
Syrian Ikhbariya news channel
on the contrary, it’s creating
Iraq.
briefs the situation and also
endless enemies for them while
mentions the airlifting of Trump
impoverishing them, it’s to serve
Since the beginning of the
forces from northeast Syria to
Turkish aggression on Syrian the same old project: Greater
northern Iraq:
Israel.
territory, the United States
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Zgi4xE occupation forces transported
hundreds of their soldiers and The ropes jumper who played
YdJCf7/
military equipment from several Europe and Russia is a faithful
Transcript of the English
areas of Syria to Iraq through servant for those who appointed
translation of the above report: illegal corridors and airports. him in a project they still think is
viable, Erdogan also still thinks
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he can have a place in it. The
mystery remains: Why did Putin
save Erdogan from a confirmed
end in 2016?

to fabricate war sentiment. Had (Aristocratic) Democratic
they relied on actual facts to
political structure (which
prove Iraqi’s famously never
replaced kingship with
found “weapons of mass
legislative, executive and
destruction,” then Washington judicial branches) has been
would have never had spectacularly successful in
Analysis: Reuters politicians
the a mainstream media fig leaf preserving Iran’s obviously
‘1,500’ Iran protest to hide their naked lies. The
(Islamic) socialist-inspired
instigating
author,
Judith
Miller,
revolution despite four decades
deaths reflects their was never punished —she
of hot and cold war. Whether it
bloodlust, not reality merely switched from the (fake-) is late founder of the Islamic
leftist New York Times to the
Revolution Imam Khomeini,
(very real) neo-fascist Fox News current Leader of the Islamic
and a steady position at a
Revolution Ayatollah Khamenei
neoconservative think tank.
or whoever comes next, a large
majority of Iranians obviously
In 2019, Iraq’s poverty, endemic find the presence of a constant,
corruption and debilitated
moral-minded, patriotic,
physical and human capital is
politically-unifying figure
being
falsely
presented
entirely
legally lodged in the state
Iranian pro-government demonstrators
structure as extremely socially
burn makeshift US flags as they gather as the result of Iranian
in the capital Tehran's central
machinations, as opposed to
necessary. Whether it is Imam
Enghelab Square on November 25, Persian Gulf War I, the interim Khomeini, Ayatollah Khamenei
2019, to condemn days of "rioting"
decade of inhuman Western
and whoever comes next — if
that Iran blames on its foreign foes.
sanctions,
Gulf
War
II
and
the
history is any guide — the
(By AFP)
subsequent era of American
Iranian Leader also evokes
Source:
colonialism in Iraq. No highgenuine admiration to many
https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/1 class Western journalists will be across the Muslim world and
2/26/614595/Iran-riot-Reuters'-deathpunished for their warmongering even beyond.
toll
— there will only be more
revolving door hires.
That may explain why Reuters
By Ramin Mazaheri
has been driven to denigrate
Iraq’s
four
decades
of
hell
are
Ayatollah Khamenei whenever
It’s certainly not worth the paper
what
the
West
has
planned
for
possible, as part of their drive to
it is printed on — any allegedly
Iran, and Reuters has repeatedly topple the Iranian Islamic
ground-breaking story which
shown that they are all too happy Revolution and restore
relies solely on anonymous
to provide the propaganda.
capitalist-imperialist control of
sources.
Iran.
Reuters knows very little about
There was a time in Western
Iran, but they know enough to be In July I debunked
journalism when this was the
(https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/
accepted moral standard; there dangerous.
07/09/600511/Iran-Leader-Ayatollahwas a time when Western
Khamenei) their absurd, false,
They
know
that
the
readers were smart enough to
Iran-ignorant, and (of course)
unprecedented, revolutionary
demand it.
and hugely popular addition of totally unobjective journalism
In order to launch Persian Gulf what I call a “Supreme Leader which was on pathetic display in
their 2013 article, ‘Khamenei
branch” to the
War II, The New York Times
controls massive financial
resorted to anonymous sources Western/Liberal/Bourgeois
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empire built on property
seizures.’
Unfortunately, Reuters is at it
again with their latest creation,
published on December 23:
Special Report: Iran’s leader
ordered crackdown on unrest 'Do whatever it takes to end it'.
Before I go find some gloves
(https://www.reuters.com/article/us-

Adversaries pursued plot for Amnesty, but the insane MKO
false-flag killings in Tehran cult kept alive by the West &
riots: Iran top security official - Israel
http://french.presstv.com/Detail/2019/1
2/12/613476/Iran-Shamkhani-Tehranprotest-gasoline-price

Significantly, Reuters claim of
1,500 deaths was first promoted
What was monstrous about the on December 15 on Twitter
(https://twitter.com/maryam_rajavi?
gas hike protest coverage in
lang=en) by Marjane Rajavi,
Western media is how it
leader of the terrorist cult the
remained silent about the
killings, drive-by shootings and Mujahedin-e Khalq
iran-protests-specialreport/specialOrganization, known as the
horrifically self-interested
report-irans-leader-orderedMKO, or MEK, or PMOI.
crackdown-on-unrest-do-whatever-it- treachery of a group which the
takes-to-end-it-idUSKBN1YR0QR) — West can never name: counterIt seems unthinkable to many
in order to properly handle their revolutionaries. Indeed, it is the
Westerners, perhaps, but the
West’s goal to portray every
disgusting, death-provoking
MKO is even less popular in
propaganda — let’s answer the death at the gas hike protests as
having been methodically and Iran than the reactionaries who
question, “Why now?”
want to restore the shah of Iran’s
diabolically planned by the
Saudi-backed son (monarchs
Their report came out just three Iranian government… even
collude together, of course).
though every single Iranian is
days prior to a planned act of
Quite easy to explain their lack
protest in Iran on December 26. sadly, sadly aware of the
of domestic popularity know:
thousands of innocents killed
Reuters has every interest
the MKO fought alongside
hoping protests literally explode due to the decades-long presence
of shah-funded, Saudi-funded, Saddam Hussein against Iran.
as much as possible in antiThen, in return for allowing
Israeli-funded and Westernimperialist, anti-neoliberal
them to stay in Iraq, Hussein had
countries like Iran, so they did funded mercenaries, fascists and
gangsters inside Iran. Iranians them massacre tens of thousands
what they falsely claim was
of Kurds in northern Iraq.
will debate how many were
proper journalism: they relied
killed by countersolely on unnamed sources to
So we have only two real
revolutionaries, but they will
multiply by a staggering five
choices here:
times even the highest death toll never debate their existence. I
described this reality in an
for the recent gas price hike
Our first choice is that the MKO
article here
protests; they relied solely on
has infiltrated the Iranian
unnamed sources to claim that (http://french.presstv.com/Detail/2019/
Interior Ministry (the alleged
Ayatollah Khamenei demanded a 11/28/612316/Iran-gas-pricesource of Reuters’ anonymous
monstrous crackdown. The goal protests-).
sources).
is clear: spread false rumors to
But the phrase “counterprovoke more violence on
That is, with all journalist rigor I
December 26. With a few more revolutionary” cannot be uttered
can muster, totally, laugh-outin the West. However, these
of these, Reuters silently
loud preposterous. Given the
reasons, maybe they can finally horrible groups are almost
level of anti-MKO animosity in
destroy Iran’s defiant example to certainly the fig leaf of a
Iran, and especially within the
“journalistic source” which
the world?
Reuters is relying upon in their government (whom MKO
assassins keep bombing), this
latest article.
implies that the Interior
Ministry’s background checks
First to claim 1,500? Not
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are so non-existent that the
entire Iranian government is as
serious as gang of children
playing make-believe in a
treehouse. This is obviously not
the case….

called their “500% more”
comment, perhaps because we
sources “anonymous”, which has will provide no proof to back up
become standard practice by
our wild claims. PressTV rejects
leading Western media when
the characterization by France’s
they need to fabricate a war.
Interior Ministry that our article
is “fake news” and that our
But what does Reuters care
figures are “speculative.”
Reuters’ fake news verifies about the well-being of the
MKO role in riots: Iran’s UK Iranian people? Their editorial At a meeting at his fortified
ambassador line has always shown that they compound of Élysée Palace in
https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/1 are fine with publicizing
central Paris, described to
2/25/614538/Iran-Reuters-report
incredibly inflammatory material PressTV by three sources close
based entirely on false sources. to his inner circle, the 42-yearOur second choice is that
That must be fun….
old leader, who has final say
Reuters’ anonymous sources are
over all state matters in the
merely MKO dissidents who are
What if I did the same with
country, raised his voice and
fabricating lies and
France? Would you believe it? expressed criticism of the
exaggerations.
handling of the unrest.
In order to best explain the
Given the ludicrous alternative,
content of the Reuters’ article, “The Fifth Republic is in danger.
this choice is so obviously
allow me to give the French
Do whatever it takes to end it.
correct it barely needs
parallel, as I am PressTV’s
You have my order,” the leader
defending. Any reputable news
longtime correspondent in
known as “President Jupiter”
agency would see right through
France.
and “Liberal Strongman” told
their phony claim, and any
the group, one of the sources
reputable news agency would
PressTV has spoken with three said.
have never run such a story.
anonymous sources in France’s
Reuters only did because, like
Interior Ministry. About 60
Macron said he would hold the
the MKO, they are devoted to
people have been killed during assembled officials responsible
the extremist project of
their 56 weeks of Yellow Vest
for the consequences of the
destroying Iran’s popular
protests, and only 12 people, as protests if they didn’t
government. The treehouse of
claimed by Amnesty
immediately stop them. PressTV
loony children here is comprised
International and the United
assumes this was a reference to
of the MKO, Saudi monarchs,
States (both of whom are known the Paris police chief, whom
Zionist Mossad, MKO-pushers
to have a clear anti-French bias). Prime Minister Edouard Philippe
John Bolton & Rudy Giuliani
said in March was sacked
and the dotard queen of
The figures provided to PressTV, because, “Inappropriate orders
England… and Reuters.
said two of the French officials were given to reduce the use of
who provided them, are based on LBD [rubber bullets].”
How Marjane Rajavi could ever
information gathered from
be considered a source worthy of
security forces, morgues,
For decades, the Fifth Republic
credibility defies the
hospitals and coroner’s offices. has tried to maintain its neocomprehension of every Iranian
Apparently, not one of all of
imperial influence across the
citizen, which is exactly why
these people will go on record. Muslim world, from Syria to
Reuters didn’t mention the MKO
Lebanon to Mali, by investing
by name. If they had said their
The administration of Emmanuel the political and economic
source was the MKO, they
Macron did not respond to
capital of Paris to back militias.
would have left themselves open
PressTV’s request for a
But now it faces pressure at
to immediate criticism. So they
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home and abroad.

portraying Ayatollah Khamenei
as a billionaire monster, by
This report has no author, only portraying Iran’s 1979-created
“PressTV staff”. Editing by
government (with a constitution
Fazlollah Tehrani, Mahmoud
which was massively approved
Isfahani and Roya Sarraf.
in a referendum which saw huge
turnout; even the popular vote to
Our Standards: The Principles of elect the members to the
PressTV
committee which drafted this
(http://thomsonreuters.com/en/about- constitution saw 52% turnout, a
us/trust-principles.html)
score which the US presidential
election has repeatedly failed to
With only a few obvious
achieve in my lifetime) as being
replacements, and the very real without checks, balances and
reason for the firing of the Paris quite devoted popular support,
police chief, this is quite nearly a Reuters aims to increase support
cut-and-paste of Reuters’ “hard- for a Western invasion like Iraq,
hitting” introduction.
Afghanistan, Libya and Mali, or
a proxy invasion like Syria.
If I had written such a report,
and if PressTV had run it, we
It is significant that Reuters and
would all deserve to be fired,
Western media have given very
discredited and kicked out of
little attention at all to France’s
journalism. The French
Yellow Vests. The same goes
government would have the right regarding France’s ongoing
to openly demand a retraction
general strike, now in its fourth
and apology.
week - it will surpass 1968’s in
length, yet Westerners tell me
Reuters’ report reads like a wish they can’t find any coverage of
list of what they wish had
it. PressTV stands by all we
happened. Their quotes are so have written and produced
perfect, precisely because
regarding these critical
nobody will ever ask to verify socioeconomic events, and we
them. Their imaginings of the
have never resorted to
government discussions are just anonymous sources and
that - imaginings - because they dangerously unproven
cannot be proven in the slightest. imaginings in order to sway the
French people.
Their report is so absurd that it is
clearly not meant for Iranians - Just like The New York Times,
none would ever swallow such Reuters has shown that when it
nonsense whole.
comes to the Muslim world they
are not journalists but
Their report is mainly
propagandists for neoliberalism
propaganda which targets their and neo-imperialism, two
Western audience: by increasing ideologies with scant support by
the gas hike death toll by five
the masses of any nation.
(why not go for ten?), by
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December 26 will see something
Iran has seen regularly since the
end of the Iran-Iraq War peaceful political protests whose
demands must be examined,
heeded and incorporated into
public policy.
Reuters is hoping for 1,500
deaths on December 26, because
Reuters weeps at the thought of
Iranian peace.
Keep that in mind when reading
their next propaganda report
about Iran.

